Commentary/Soltis: Signal functions of early infant crying

Can reinforcement learning explain variation
in early infant crying?
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Abstract: We welcome Soltis’ use of evolutionary signaling theory, but
question his interpretations of colic as a signal of vigor and his explanation
of abnormal high-pitched crying as a signal of poor infant quality. Instead,
we suggest that these phenomena may be suboptimal by-products of a
generally adaptive learning process by which infants adjust their crying
levels in relation to parental responsiveness.

In applying evolutionary signaling theory to infant crying, it might
be interesting to note the increasing recognition among biologists
(e.g., Godfray & Johnstone 2000; Royle et al. 2002) that current
theory is far too simplistic to account for the complex dynamics of
parent-offspring interactions. A major problem in translating current models to reality is that the net benefit from begging or crying depends not only on the value of the resource to the offspring,
but also on the probability that begging or crying will succeed in
gaining this resource. Therefore, when we expect offspring to optimize their costly signaling efforts in relation to expected benefits
(as required by honest signaling theory), we also expect them to
somehow “know” how effective their begging and crying will be in
eliciting parental response. Because signaling effectiveness can
vary with environmental conditions, parental state, and competitive dynamics, it must be assessed from external cues. Reinforcement learning has been suggested as a mechanism by which offspring can adjust their begging or crying to the most effective levels
(e.g., Kacelink et al. 1995; Lotem 1998; Stamps et al. 1985), and recent experiments with bird nestlings show that offspring of similar
quality and physiological needs can learn to beg at remarkably different levels (Kedar et al. 2000; Rodríguez-Gironés et al. 2002). An
important implication of these findings is that variation in offspring
begging or crying may reflect differences in learning dynamics and
personal history, rather than differences in need or quality.
With this background in mind, let us now consider Soltis’ suggestion that excessive crying, or colic, is a signal of vigor. While this
is certainly a possibility, we doubt whether in modern societies,
where food is readily available, differences in the net profitability
of crying can still be large enough to produce the observed differences between colicky and non-colicky babies. In this respect, we
agree with Wells (2003) that the current fitness cost of colic is
probably low, and that excessive crying is no longer an indicator of
high quality: the vast majority of infants today can probably afford
to be colicky. The question, however, is what causes the considerable variation in the amount and intensity of crying among healthy
babies? Based on what we have learned from birds, we suggest
that much of the observed variation in infant crying may reflect
differences in learning dynamics and history rather than infant
quality or need. Like bird nestlings, human infants must also predict the net benefit of their costly signaling, and they might also
be doing so by reinforcement learning. The tricky point with
learning, however, is that under the same combination of costs and
benefits, learning may still produce quite different behaviors as a
result of differences in the dynamic sequence of the learning
process. Therefore, in a population of healthy infants and wealthy
parents, where actual variation in the costs and benefits of crying
is low, a considerable amount of variation in crying may be a result of these differences in learning dynamics. We agree with
Soltis’ view that colic can be seen as merely the extreme of a natural range of variation, but we suggest that reinforcement learning may be the key to understanding this range of variation.
Colic may develop when a series of intense crying bouts (perhaps caused by a transient period of distress or illness) has been
rewarded by the parents and has led to an escalation in crying. This
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escalation may not be easy to reverse, because the typical response
of a sleepless parent would still reinforce elevated cries more than
benign ones. At this stage, the general indulgence or toughness of
the parents is not so important, as the key change needed is to turn
around the differential reinforcement regime of intense versus
benign crying. Normally, this turn-around may become possible
only after physiological and developmental processes result in
some reduction in infant demand, usually towards the third month
of life. Only then may babies be content for longer periods of time,
and parents may then be able to reinforce low-intensity crying, before it rockets up in intensity, frequently enough to change infant
behavior. Changing the reinforcement regime of colicky babies
during the natural peak in colic predisposition may not be easy.
However, there is evidence for some success in applying behavioral treatments for colic (Wells 2003; Wolke 1993).
Let us also consider the idea that abnormal high-pitched crying
(over 1000 Hz) is a signal of poor quality. The evolution of such
crying is actually quite puzzling because it appears to be maladaptive: Healthy babies never exceed the 730 Hz limit when in
transient pain or immediate distress, and abnormally high-pitched
cries appear less effective, and may even elicit neglect or abuse.
One way to explain high-pitched crying is to accept Soltis’ view
that chronically sick infants may unavoidably produce highpitched calls as a by-product of their pathologies, and that in
choosing between not crying at all and crying with abnormally
high pitch, the latter is still more adaptive. Yet, here too, reinforcement learning may play a role. Let us assume that it is generally adaptive for babies to modulate the fundamental frequency
of their cries based on past experience. What would be the effect
of such a learning strategy on chronically ill babies? We suggest
that as long as their parents continue to care for them, chronic
stress and failure to be comforted by feeding would cause infants
mainly to use, and therefore to be reinforced by, high-pitched crying. As with colic, we expect rapid escalation, because, up to the
point of total neglect, parents are still more likely to respond to
cries of higher frequencies than to cries of lower frequencies. The
ill baby, on the other hand, may still do best by using learning to
adjust his crying frequencies to the most effective levels. Under
this view, abnormally high-pitched crying did not evolve as a signal of poor quality, but rather, it is an abnormal by-product of using an adaptive learning rule under pathological circumstances.
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Abstract: Colic may allow infants to obtain additional investment from
their parents. The lack of clear fitness costs of colic and of differences in
condition between colicky and non-colicky infants is inconsistent with the
hypotheses that colic is an honest signal of need or vigor. These and other
characteristics of colic, however, are consistent with the hypothesis that
colic is a manipulative signal.

The core symptom of colic is “excessive, inconsolable crying that
begins and ends without warning” (target article, sect. 5.1, para.
1). The target article suggests that colic represents the upper end
of the crying distribution in early infancy and that it may be an
honest signal of vigor that evolved to reduce the risk of infanticide.
In this commentary, we re-evaluate the adaptive signaling hypotheses of colic and conclude that the evidence is more consistent with the manipulation hypothesis than with the honest signal
of vigor hypothesis.
The quality of the parental response to colic is crucial to the un-

